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Abstract
This  work  examines  the  Nabiradee  festival  of  Amanikpo  Secret
Society of Ogoniland in Rivers State of Nigeria and its effect on
tourism in the area. The Nabiradee festival is a period each year in
the month of April during which Amanikpo members do organize
the Nabiradee festival which is deeply rooted in African Traditional
Religion as practiced by the Ogoni people. During this festival all
non – members whether Christians, Muslims and and even those
that  practiced  African  Traditional  Religion  and  they  are  not
members of Amanikpo Secret Society are not allowed to go about
their  businesses freely.  Non – members  are  forced to  be  indoors
with their  doors  and windows closed.  During this ‘  Nabiradee”
festival non – members are restricted from moving freely both in
the day and in the night. It is believed that during this Nabiradee
festival  “Taagim” the  gods  of  the  Amanikpo  Secret  Society,  the
spirit of Nabiradee the founder of Amanikpo in Gokana kingdom of
Ogoniland and myriads of  other dangerous spirits  from various
villages of the land are moving round the communities. Therefore
non  –  members  are  not  allowed  to  move  freely  within  the
communities  to  avoid  encounter  of  the  dreaded  spirits.  This
restriction of movement affects all and sundry as businesses are
closed, farmers are not allowed to go to their farmer’s freely, schools
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are closed and visitors intending to travel from one place to the
other in the area are restricted. Ogoni as a major producer of oil
and  gas  in  Rivers  State  is  seriously  affected  by  this  nature  of
restriction as oil company staff as well as visitors both foreign and
indigenous  is  restricted  by  this  traditional  Religious  festival  of
Amanikpo  Secret  Society  (Nabiradee).  Currently  there  is  an
ongoing Federal Government road project linking Bonny to the rest
of  the  country  and  this  road  passes  through  the  heart  land  of
Ogoni. Bonny is very strategic in the economy of Nigeria and this
link road need to be free for travelers all through the year. Thus this
paper  seek  to  examine  the  “Naabiradee”  festival  of  Amanikpo
Secret  Society  of  Ogoniland  in  Rivers  State  and  its  effect  on
tourism in the area and to suggest ways on tourism in the area and
to  suggest  ways  that  will  help  liberate  the  area  from  such
Traditional  Religion  practice  that  drastically  affects  the  socio
economic development of the area especially the tourism industry.

Introduction
Ogoniland has the potentialities that could turn the area into real tourist
centre in the Niger Delta region of Nigeria.  The table land of Ogoni is
bounded in the north and in the east by the Imo River that served as one
of the major slave trade route to Bonny during the great triangular slave
trade period about 300 years ago. The Southern part is bounded by the
mangrove swamp water front. This provides sea foods and sound natural
environment that makes life on the table land of Ogoni very comfortable.
Fresh fish and other sea foods are such that hotels by the river side of
Kono and Numuu Tekuru at  Bodo city  continue to  serve  as  a  kind of
attraction for travelers from far and near. Ogoniland is very much known
for the great deposit of oil  and gas that  has attracted foreign nationals
from different part of the world as far as the oil industry is concerned. The
land of Ogoni could be likened to the biblical land of Canaan. A land flow
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with milk and honey (Deut. 26:19). Ogoni as a people inherited a precious
part of the nation Nigeria. Ken Saro Wiwa (1992:53) expressed that the rich
plateau land of Ogoni provides fish and sea food. The land is noted for
crude oil,  gas and other vital minerals which have really supported the
economy  of  Nigeria.  In  another  of  his  book  Ken  SaroWiwa  (1968:10)
describes  Ogoni  as the food basket  of  the people of  the Eastern Niger
Delta.
Gberegbara (2011:61) further expressed the fact that geographical location
of the people of Ogoni made them to inhabit a blessed land that enable the
inhabitants to plant several kinds of crops such as yam (diascora species),
cassava  (monoic),  fluted  pumpkin,  maize,  melon,  okro  etc.  Before  the
advent of Christianity, the people have developed the Ogoni indigenous
Religion which is a brand of African Traditional Religion as practiced by
the  Ogoni  people.  It  is  this  indigenous  religion  that  gave  birth  to  the
Amanikpo Secret Society that projects the “Naabiradee” festival that has
greatly  affected  tourism  in  the  area.  The  high  level  of  restriction  that
Nabiradee festival  of Amanikpo Secret  Society of Ogoniland projects  is
such that non – initiated members  of  Amanikpo Secret  Society are not
allowed to move about freely within the period of April each year as far as
the  Nabiradee  festival  is  going  on.  This  restriction  is  such  that  no
Christian, Muslim or African Traditional Religionist is allowed to go about
his or her business within the number of days that the Amanikpo Secret
Society Nabiradee festival is on. This restriction affects Christian that want
to worship God in their various churches in the area, Muslim and all other
non  –  members  of  Amanikpo  Secret  Society.  It  is  in  this  regard  that
tourism  that  has  become  a  phenomenon  in  both  developed  and
developing countries all over the world are badly affected in Ogoniland.
The extent to which this Naabiradee festival has affected the tourism in
Ogoniland remains the focus of this paper and to seek the way forward for
the socio – religious and economic development of the area. 
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The Amanikpo Secret Society of Ogoniland
The  Amanikpo  Secret  Society  is  a  cult  which  came into  Ogoniland in
about 1880 from a tribe known as Annang in the present day AkwaIbom
State.  The nature  of  Amanikpo Secret  Society  fits  into  the type of  cult
which  C.  Winick  (1954:13)  puts  forward  as  collection  of  practices
associated with a given divinity or social group such as the cult of the
ancient Greek gods which functioned as aid to men and gods, their beliefs
and myths that centred around rites that connect such Secret Cult.
Amanikpo Secret  Society came into Ogoniland through the king of Tai
kingdom of Ogoni known as Mene Suagba Akekue (Ogbuagu) Gbaa I of
Kpite  Tai.  Another  tradition  has  it  that  Amanikpo  Secret  Society  got
started in Gbam from where it spread to Gokana and all other villages of
Ogoniland.
The society was believed to be the gods of the might i.e a dreaded and
fearful god that could harm those that are not initiated into its cult. The
Gokana tribe sees Amanikpo as Gbogim meaning forces or super natural
being that moves in the night. The people of Khana a section of Ogoni
called  its  Zimadee  meaning  moving  spirit  behind  all  mystical  powers.
Mene Mark Nuka (1980:2) liked it to the Delphic oracle of Greece whose
voice was heard and not seen. Nonmembers of Amanikpo are not allowed
to  move  freely  in  the  villages  or  communities  whenever  Amanikpo
members  are  playing their  instrument  whether night  or  day.  It  is  only
those  who  have  paid  the  required  initiatory  requirement  and  were
officially initiated into the cult at the Amanikpo shrine in Amanikpo house
that are allowed to move or see them as they play either at night or during
the day. Such initiatory items include the following: a goat, some tubers of
yam, gin (hot drink), palm wine, plantain (1 bunch), salt, pepper etc. The
goat is killed and the blood is sprinkled at the shrine while the wine or the
palm  wine  are  poured  (libertion)  at  the  shrine  as  the  leader  of  the
Amanikpo which is known and called (Taagim) meaning the abode of the
mystical  spirit  of  Amanikpo.  The new members  name will  be  then  be
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written in the Amanikpo membership book. As soon as this is done such
person(s) is free to eat and drink with the rest members of Amanikpo. He
or  she  is  also  free  to  move  about  whenever  Amanikpo  members  are
playing their instrument within the community. As an initiated member
he  or  she  is  free  from the  attack  of  Amanikpo  in  any  of  the  villages
whenever he or she travels.  Regarding qualification of membership Tee
Godwin Porobe (2000:54) stated thus:

Initiation into Amanikpo cult is not compulsory for
any particular age but in the past it was exclusive
for  the  elderly  man  who  wished  to  be  initiated.
Intending members must have conclusive decision
to accept the laws and regulations of the cult before
consulting the MeneGim who will get him or her
initiated in the presence of  all  the other members.
There is no going back because the MeneGim will
reveal the secret of Amanikpo to the new intending
member. Any attempt to reject the initiation will be
disastrous  and  that  the  gods  of  Amanikpo  will
attack  the  person for  rejecting the  initiation  after
knowing the Secret of the cult.

It is worthy to note that even when women are accepted to be initiated
there are certain aspects of the cult organization that are kept away from
the understanding of the women. Initiated women are free to move about
in the community any day or night that Amanikpo is been played in the
community. Probe (2000:56) further said:

Women  can  only  enter  the  central  lodge  of
Amanikpo  cult.  Dance  outside  the  KanGim  or
TureeGim during and festive display and at burial
ceremonies but could not be exposed to the interior
of the KanGim.
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Once a member is initiated he or she is bound to keep every information
about the cult in a secret manner. This include those who sing and play
the various instruments which is made up of (3) mental gong (GiraGim),
traditional mouth organ made from Bamboo and tied with rubber on the
opened channel. The melody of the music of Amanikpo Secret Society is
always very sweet. The Music alone remains a source of attraction to non-
members.
The restricted shrine of Amanikpo known as Taagim is placed in one of
the rooms of Amanikpo Secret Society and only designated member (s)
that are specially designed by the level of their initiation are expected to
go before the shrine which to them is the most sacred alter of Amanikpo
Secret Society. The leader of Amanikpo Secret Society in every community
of Ogoni is known as MeneGim. They remain the chief custodian(s) of
Amanikpo activities in every community throughout Ogoniland.
It  is  worthy to note that the Amanikpo Secret Society of Ogoniland do
exercise great influence on the people of Ogoni.  

Nabiradee Festival of Amanikpo Secret Society of Ogoniland
Nabiradee  festival  is  the  yearly  festival  of  Amanikpo  Secret  Society  of
Ogoniland which is  carried out  for  over  seven days depending on the
arrangement of the members of Amanikpo in each community throughout
Ogoniland. This is done in the month of April which is commonly referred
to  in Ogoni as Eeh Nabiradee meaning the month of  Naabiradee.  This
festival  is  performed in  commemoration  of  Nabiradee.  Right  from the
ancient time members of the Amanikpo usually use this festival to exercise
the superiority over the rest members of the various communities. They
restrict the movement of non – members and ensure that non – members
are  kept  indoor  with  their  doors  and  windows  close  whenever  the
Amanikpo  people  are  singing  and playing  their  instrument  round the
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community  throughout  the  period of  Nabiradee.  Porobe Tee  (2000:108)
expressing about the Nabiradee festival said:

During  the  Nabiradee  festival  especially  on  the
second  night  when  the  entire  cult,  Lokpo  or
Saaporo, Gono – Gimetc will stage all night outing.
The  cultural  display  feature  prominent  as  they
continue  playing  drums,  singing  and  dancing
round  the  town  from  7:00p.m  till  the  following
morning.  It  is  believed  that  at  this  time  various
spirits among which are: Taagim – gods of the cult,
spirit of Naabiradee the founder of Gim in Gokana
and  myriad  of  spirit  in  the  villages  whom  they
solicit for their favor do accompany them.

This  KonoGim  meaning  mass  movement  of  Amanikpo  Secret  Society
members accompanied by the gods and spirits behind Amanikpo usually
cause lot of fear in the minds of non – members and it is one of the major
reason why non – members keep indoor with their doors and windows
closed. The wonders of Naabiradee festival of Amanikpo Secret Society in
socio – religious life of the people of Ogoni is how the public of Ogoni are
held over the years as non – members are not allowed to move freely to go
about  their  business  in  the  night  or  day  throughout  the  period  of
Naabiradee. This has greatly affected business owners in the area, school
children  and  their  teachers,  Christians  and  their  church  activities,
travelers, Muslims in the area, farmers etc. It is worthy to note that this is
also affecting tourism industry in Ogoniland.

Tourism Prospect in Ogoniland
Tourism which is a displacement of activity which involves being away
from one’s  home or  place  of  work  on a  short  term note  which is  just
temporal  for the purpose of  visit  and to  spend some time at  places  of
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interest  outside  one’s  domicile  and  work  place  for  relaxation  or  for
business of any kind remain paramount for the development of nations
throughout the world. It is in this direction that the prospects of tourism
in  Ogoniland remain  a  reality.  Just  after  the  discovery  of  crude  oil  at
Oloibiri  the present day Bayelsa State the next place where commercial
quantity  of  crude oil  was  discovered in  Nigeria.  Since  1958  before  the
independence of Nigeria in 1960 is Ogoniland. AkpeziObuigwe (2017:75)
attests to this fact that:

Nigeria  attained  her  independence  in  1960  from
Britain  colonialist  and  hosts  a  section  of  Africa
largest mangrove forest which is where the bulk of
Nigeria  oil  wealth  is  found.  This  region is  where
commercially  viable  petroleum  deposits  where
discovered  in  1956  by  the  Shell  Petroleum
Development  Company  at  Oloibiri  in  the  Niger
Delta  region.  Shortly  Nigeria  became  one  of  the
largest  oil  producing  nations  with  an  output  of
about 5,100 barrels per day.

This has continued to attract foreign nationals from America, Europe, Asia
and several other continents to the land of Ogoni. This fact led to the siting
of  the  first  Refinery  in  Nigeria  on  Ogoni  soil  in  1962  at  Alesa  Eleme
presently Refinery phase II has been built at Alesa Eleme in Ogoniland.
The Onne Sea Port and Nigeria National Fertilizer Company NAFCON at
Onne,  Petrochemical  Company (Indorama)  at  Akpajo,  various  oil  wells
and pipelines for crude oil and gas remain the main economic interest of
both Nigerians and foreign nationals. This has continued to attract people
from all over the world to Ogoniland. Apart from the above the table land
of  Ogoni,  the  good riverside  of  Imo River  in  the  North  of  Ogoniland
where hostels are cited at Kono waterside, Numuu Tekuru at Bodo, the
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various oil spillage sites all over Ogoni has continue to attract tourist from
all over the world into Ogoniland.
The  high  level  of  oil  spillage  in  the  area  has  continue  to  attract  both
experts  and  students  carrying  out  research  work  on  oil  spillage  from
different  countries  such  as  USA,  Britain  etc  to  the  Niger  Delta  Region
especially  Ogoniland  where  the  United  Nations  Environmental
programme (UNEP) has carried out serious environmental  Assessment.
Nwilo and Badejo (2005) acknowledged this fact that an assessment of the
status  of  the  environment  in  Ogoniland,  a  section  of  the  Niger  Delta
region was recently carried out by UNEP report and it findings represent
the most  authoritative  understanding of  the  environment  challenges  of
Ogoniland and by extension the entire Niger Delta region.
There  is  no  doubt  that  the  influx  of  people  into  Ogoniland  by  both
Nigerians and foreign nationals  is  a  pointer to  the fact  that  tourism in
Ogoniland is  a reality.  The strength of  tourism performance in poverty
reduction,  employment  generation  and  income  redistribution  effect  on
rural communities is quite obvious. This calls for the redesign of Ogoni
environment by the Government of Nigeria, Rivers State Government, Oil
Producing Companies operating in Ogoniland and other private business
partners in order to explore the numerous potentials that are inherent in
tourism industry in Ogoniland. The development of tourism in Ogoniland
certainly will serve as an alternative revenue sources. This will go a long
way to create other sector of the economy and it will create jobs for those
who are skilled and unskilled. This on the long run will have a multiple
effect on other sector of the economy both at the local Ogoni level, state
level as well as at the national level.
With  the  continuous  annual  Nabiradee  festival  in  Ogoniland  this  will
seriously affect tourism in the area which this paper is exploring.

The  Effects  of  Nabiradee  Festival  of  Amanikpo  Secret  Society  on
Tourism in Ogoniland
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The effect of Nabiradee festival of Amanikpo Secret Society on tourism in
Ogoniland is a huge one as this festival restricts the movement of human,
goods and services from year to year in the month of April. This effect cut
across the peasants’ populace, various types of professionals, artisan, the
young and old etc as follows:

Economically:  Economically  the  effect  of  Nabiradee  on  the  people  of
Ogoni is very devastating as businesses come to near standstill every April
each year as shops are closed, local markets in the area are deserted, farm
work etc are abandoned for the fear of Nabiradee. The economic loss each
year is such that it has actually affected the economic well-being of the
people of Ogoni, Rivers State and even Nigeria as a nation.
This has gone a long way to increase the poverty level of the people of the
area. Poverty to a large extent is contiguous as it helps to attract sickness as
many peasant men and women in the area are malnourished.  This has
gone a long way to increase the death rate in the area. The standard of
living  is  nothing  to  ride  home  about  especially  as  the  people  are
marginalized  and  Nabiradee  festival  becomes  an  additional  straw  that
break the camel back (Ogoni people).
No investor will like to invest in an area where movement of goods and
services  and that  of  human beings  are  restricted annually  just  for  any
traditional religious reason such as Nabiradee festival.  Apart  from new
investors those who invested in the area are relocating to places outside
Ogoni as such festival remain serious embarrassment on their businesses
and conversely on their overall economic development. In this direction
tourism industry in Ogoniland is badly affected as no tourist will like to go
to where his or her economy existence will be affected negatively.
By extension this  situation also affects  the growth and development of
tourism  in  Rivers  State  and  Nigeria  at  large.  This  is  so  because  such
negative effect has a large multiplying effect on the economy in ways that
extend beyond Ogoniland.
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Environmentally: Tourism is capable of conserving natural environment,
preserve historical monument,  preserve traditions that add value to the
people, preserve antiquities, culture of the people, their language, food,
arts, crafts etc. This becomes relevant as tourist from different parts of the
world come around to admire and make use of them. On the other hand
when  the  people  of  Ogoni  continue  to  project  a  festival  such  as  the
Nabiradee festival that chase away people instead of attracting people in
this era of globalization, certainly this will affect the tourism industry.
It is a known fact that the Ogoni environment is highly polluted. This does
not support the development of tourism industry as nobody will like to
stay in such an environment. In this regard the few that come to see how
the  environment  could  be  cleansed  are  further  restricted  by  the
Nabiradeefestival  phenomenon that does not allow free flow of human
goods and services for certain period of the year.  This calls for serious
concern by the Government of Rivers State and the people of Ogoni in
particular.

Sacriligious  Traditionally:  This  does  not  encourage  tourism  that  is
identified as a strategic measure of turning economy around. This is quite
opposite  of  what  is  happening  in  Abuja  since  the  Abuja  Carnival  was
introduced.  S.  Yaradua  (2008:18)  report  that  since  Abuja  carnival  was
introduced  it  has  become  an  annual  major  event  witnessed  by  tourist
within and beyond Africa. The prevailing opposite situation in Ogoniland
as far as the activities of Nabiradee festival of Amanikpo Secret Society is
concern, constitute problem for tourism in the area.

Construction of Bonny – Bodo Road: The construction of Bonny – Bodo
road that passes through Gokana could have been a direct advantage to
the tourism industry in Ogoniland. Unfortunately during the Nabiradee
festival of Amanikpo society the workers working on the construction of
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the new road from Bodo to Bonny are terrified by the constant harassment
of citizens of Ogoni and outsiders and this does not support tourism in
Ogoniland.

Education:  Generally  Nabiradee  affects  the  educational  system  in
Ogoniland  during  the  festival.  Schools  are  normally  close  when  they
suppose not to as the Headmaster and Principals in charge of schools in
the area normally close school when they suppose not to close. This does
not really allow parents serving in Ogoni to bring their children into the
schools in the area. In the same vein no set of children from outside come
into Ogoni during this period for excursion.
In the same way it also affect student that want to carryout research in the
area especially in areas where there is oil spillage. The restriction carried
out by the Amanikpo members during Nabiradee is such that researchers
find it difficult to come to the area during this festival. Over the years this
has gone a long way to drive away tourist and intended tourist from the
area.

Arts and Craft: The rate at which the Arts and Crafts of the people could
have been appreciated is also affected. The Amanikpo talking puppet is
one  of  the  greatest  artistic  works  of  the  people  of  Ogoni.  As  non  –
members are not allowed to move around during the festival that is how
no  one  is  allowed  to  buy  and  be  given  any  puppet  on  the  theatre  of
Amanikpo Secret cult since it is sacrilegious.

Food: The traditional food of Ogoni people such as togo, togosugu, tuuetc
that  could  have  been  introduced  to  tourist  remain  dormant  with  the
people. This is affecting both those that could have bought the food to eat
from Ogoni.
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Nabiradee  as  Task  for  Government:  Nabiradee  in  this  present  stage
constitute serious task in the hands of the government of Rivers State. The
Amanikpo Secret  Society in Gokana area of  Rivers State constitute real
treat to the peaceful co – existence in the community.
This in turn constitute great problem for the Government as they say no to
obnoxious  of  human  right  laws.  Instead  of  exciting  festival  which
according to  Bola (2003)  provides  interesting places  of  leisure,  creation
adventure, entertainment, relaxation and curiosity what Amanikpo Secret
Society  Nabiradee  is  providing  is  a  way  of  life  that  will  continue  to
constitute real problem towards the development of tourism in Ogoniland.

Way Forward For Tourism Development in Ogoni
At  this  point  there  is  the  need  to  suggest  the  way  forward  for  the
development of tourism in Ogoniland.

 Nabiradee festival of Amanikpo should be turned into festival that
will  attract  tourists.  The  theatre  (TorkanGim)  should  be
commercialized  for  tourist  to  payjust  a  littletoken  (money)  for
people to see how the talking puppets are manipulated for people
to see. This will generate income for the members of Amanikpo and
the people will not be chased away as it is done presently.

 People  should  beallowed  to  go  about  their  economic  activities
freely  during  Nabiradee.  This  will  help  to  generate  economic
activities that support tourism.

 The environment will  betaken care of as certain forest and other
natural features will be reserve for tourism purpose.

 Education will flourish as there will be no restriction to educational
programmes  like  WAEC  OR  GCE.  All  those  that  use  to  spend
money  to  travel  to  other  places  because  of  Nabiradee  will  now
register within Ogoni.
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 With the new way of carrying out the Nabiradee without restricting
the movement  of  people,  goods and services,  touristfrom Bonny
can move into Ogoni freely. This will  go a long way to turn the
economic fortune of the people of Ogoni.

Conclusion:  This  paper  examined the  Nabiradee  festival  of  Amanikpo
Secret Society as it affect tourism in Ogoniland. It goes further to suggest
way forward for tourism industry to flourish in Ogoniland and how this
will help to stimulate the socio – economic development of Ogoni if the
present mode and manner of Nabiradee festival as observed is abandoned.
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